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Abstract. This study develops a framework to detect the trend of student-teacher ratio
(STR) in the fluctuating student enrollment in primary education. The target education
series data (1949-2018) were cited from the MOE in China. Taking China’s primary
education as an example, we employ cross correlation function, ARIMA or ARIMAX
model to verify the future trends of student and teacher numbers for STR. The findings
suggest the fittest ARIMA models were used to interpret the trend of STR properly. The
findings reveal the calculated STR with the trend of fluctuating student and teacher num-
bers will decline in future. While the predicted STR might increase in future based on
the proposed ARIMA model with STR series data. The gap between the calculated and
predicted STR may provide a feasible range to estimate the future trend. The results pro-
vide useful information for related policy makers to better control the quality of primary
education.
Keywords: ARIMA, Cross correlation function, Primary education, Student-teacher
ratio, Teaching quality

1. Introduction. At the time of 1998, there are 600,000 primary schools in China; more
than 139 million primary students enrolled with no diversification of curriculum having 5.8
million teachers in this primary education system [1]. According to the National Bureau
of Statistics of China, the yearbook mentioned the transformation of primary education
typically is driven by content, curriculum reform, social change, and even the declining
birthrate. While the structure of student-teacher ratio (STR) issue in primary education
under the pressure of declining birthrate has little been discussed with series data in
previous literature [2]. Even though China has the largest primary education system in
the world, the declining birthrate may show a potential risk threatening the expanding
primary education. Based on the data from Ministry of Education in China, we found
the largest number of student in primary schools is 150,941 thousands (1975), and recent
lower is 93,605 thousands (2013) [3]. The declining of student numbers is amazing, see
Figure 1(a). On the other hand, the number of teachers has shown increasing in China
steadily. The largest numbers of teachers have shown in 2018, see Figure 1(b). We wonder
the increasing of teachers has moved to a new stage and might grow unlimited in future.
This study aims to realize to what extent the declining will impact the student and teacher
numbers in elementary schools directly. We will focus on the quality of teaching issue in
terms of the STR which will impact the quality of classroom teaching. Based on the long
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. The trend of student and teacher numbers in primary schools in China

term data set, we will analyze the STR in China and select fittest models to project its
trend in future. In this sense, time series analysis could be an optimal choice in this study.
Time series studies occur in the field of economics, where they exposed daily stock market
quotations or monthly unemployment figures [4]. Various time series studies have focused
on ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving average) models with serial data [5-7], while
using series data is an emerging area of research in social science [8-11]. Although time
series analysis has been used for a long time, its application to tackle STR issue is still
limited. This study may fill the research gap in current education studies.
The number of teachers per class and the STR are indicators of quality teachers in a

country. The indicator may offer policy insights into opportunities for teacher preparation
or the allocation of teachers properly. Regarding the global context, the fitted STR is
diverse. OECD-related data may provide a guideline to review this issue. On average
across OECD countries, class size decreased between 2005 and 2015 in 13 out of the 25
countries at primary education. Generally, at elementary school level, there are 21 pupils
in an average class in OECD countries. While the OECD report reveals that there are
fewer than 27 pupils per class in nearly all countries with the exception of Chile, China,
Israel and Japan [12]. Furthermore, the OECD 2017 report shows the ratio of students
to teaching staff in primary education is on average 15 in OECD countries, on average 14
in EU22 and 19 in G20 with full-time equivalents. The STR ranges from 10 or fewer in
Lithuania and Norway to 27 in Mexico, 29 in India and 33 in South Africa [12]. The STR
has become one of essential quality indicators in primary education. In this study, we will
explore to what extent of the gap between China and OECD countries. Specifically, this
study will explore the STR during the student enrollment declining in China. Given this
purpose, this study will address the following research questions:
a) What kind of relationship between student and teacher numbers in primary schools

in China?
b) Can STR be predicted by using time series approach properly?
c) What kind of trend of STR under decline birthrate is in the future?
The structure of this paper will be displayed as follows. First, we define the data set

and their transformation process. Second, we display the result of ARIMA with student-
teacher ratio prediction. Finally, the conclusions and suggestions are drawn.

2. Method. The related primary education series data (1949-2018), cited from the MOE
in China, were published online or printed for public purposes [3]. The major technical
terms in this study are defined as follows.
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• Capacity of primary school students (CPSS) refers to total number of primary school
students in the education system. The series data were collected from 1949 to 2018
based on annual basis.

• Capacity of primary school teachers (CPST) refers to the total teachers in primary
schools on an annual basis. The series data were collected from 1949 to 2018. Totally,
there are 70 records.

• Student-teacher ratio (STR) refers to numbers of students over teachers in primary
education. Original student-teacher ratio is based on the report of MOE in China.

Dealing with forecasting, we found regression model, trend analysis and ARIMA model
have different functions with data sets. The regression model typically fits randomized
data sets; in contrast, time-series data is considered to its normalized assumptions. The
trend analysis belongs to the time series family, and it is limited to handle one data set for
each model only. The selected series data sets covered 70 periods to fit the requirement
of ARIMA or ARIMAX (multivariable autoregressive integrated moving average) model
building. Considering the characteristics of the data sets, we selected the ARIMA or ARI-
MAX model to build fitted future trends. Forecasting has been introduced in education
settings for a long time; for example, the previous studies have demonstrated the ARIMA
can be transferred to tackle specific issues in education [13-15]. The selected ARIMA or
ARIMAX with transfer function can deal with universal or multivariable models which
are better than their counterparts. In this study, we conduct the cross correlation func-
tion (CCF) to determine the relationship between the numbers of students and teachers.
If the relationship exists, we determine whether the student-teacher ratio can be used to
interpret the trend in future with ARIMA or ARIMAX.

2.1. The logic of predicted model building. In this study, we consider the CPSS
and CPST for their cross correlation function. CCF is the first step to check if the CPSS
and CPST with concurrent relationships for building ARIMAX model. When the CCF
does not exist in the two series, we check STR series data. Since the trend of STR is
integrated by CPSS and CPST, it may reflect the characteristics of both series data sets.
Finally, we can find a fitted model to estimate the trend of student-teacher ratio in the
primary education. The framework of model building is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The framework of predicting model building

2.2. Cross correlation function. CCF is the degree of similarity between two time
series in different time or space which the lag can be considered when time is under inves-
tigation. In this study, the trends of student numbers and teacher numbers in the primary
education setting have fitted the definition of CCF in order to have further verification.
Previous studies have provided useful suggestions to conduct CCF. For example, Mardia
and Goodall defined separable CCF as Cij(X1, X2) = ρ(X1, X2)aij, where A = [aij] is a
p × p positive definite matrix and ρ(X1, X2) is a valid correlation function [16]. For fur-
ther interpretation, given two processes X1t and X2t, (X1t, X2t+k) is the cross correlation
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between X1t and X2t at lag k, while, ρ(x2t, x1t+k) is the cross correlation between X2t and
X1t at lag k [17]. In the case of X and Y , the variable X may be cross correlated at
different lags of Y , and vice versa. In this study, we propose a way to detect cross corre-
lation coefficients with SPSS (statistic program for social science) program to determine
whether the CCF exists in both non-stationary series. Moreover, we can use the following
rules to judge the two series which is dependent or independent variable:

• When rxy is positive and significant, xt is possible as independent variable, while yt
is dependent variable in the model.

• When rxy is significant in lag 0 only, xt and yt are concurrently with their impacts.
It implies the xt impacts yt, while yt also impacts xt.

• When rxy is significant with positive and negative values in certain lags, we may
assume that xt impacts yt, where the impact of yt will feed back to xt.

In this case, first we check the series with stationary, then we have the CCF that is the
significant cross correlation coefficient having both series data with .05 significant level.
When the CCF exists, we conduct the ARIMAX.

2.3. The process of forecasting. In this study, the processes of model building are
as follows. First, detect if the series of STR is seasonal or non-seasonal. Second, select
ARIMA(p, d, q) models by using the differences and visualizations of ACF (autocorre-
lation function) and PACF (partial autocorrelation function) [18,19]. Third, verify the
robustness of the series with the fitted ARIMA model for the next 10 years in terms of
the projections from 2019 to 2028. The analysis is carried out using SPSS. Typically, a
non-seasonal ARIMA model is classified as an “ARIMA(p, d, q)” model, where: p is the
number of autoregressive terms, which represents AR; d is the number of non-seasonal
differences needs for stationarity, and two differences are satisfied most of series; q is the
number of lagged forecast errors in the prediction equation, which represents MA.
When the difference fits the model building. The fittest model selection will depend on

its parameters, BIC (Bayesian information criterion) and Q test. In this study, Box-Pierce
Chi-square statistics (Ljung Box test) were used to determine whether the model met the
assumptions that the residuals were independent [5]. For Q test, the calculations were
listed as follows [10-21]:

Q∗(K) = (n− d) · (n− d+ 2) ·
K∑
l=1

(n− d− l) · r2l (â)

where n is the sample size, d is the degree of non-seasonal differencing used to transform
the series to a stationary one, r2l (â) is the sample autocorrelation at lag l for the residuals
of the estimated model, and K is the number of lags covering multiple of seasonal cycles,
e.g., 12, 24, 36,. . . , for yearly data.
The null hypothesis of the Ljung Box test, H0, is that our model does not show lack of

fit (or in simple terms, the model is just fine). The alternate hypothesis, Ha, is just that
the model does show a lack of fit.

3. Results.

3.1. Concurrent relationship between the trends of students and teachers. The
result of CCF shows the series of primary school students and teachers are only significant
in lag 0 (CCF r = .839). It implies both series data are not a good fit for transfer function
ARIMA model in terms of the fact that ARIMAX did not exist in this case. The result of
transformation with natural logarithm and non-seasonal differencing 2 times displays in
Table 1 and Figure 3. Table 1 displays the cross correlation coefficients in different lags
range from −7 to 7. The result of CCF reveals that the series of primary school students
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Table 1. Cross correlations of CPSS and CPST

Lag −7 −6 −5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Cross
correlation

0.357 −0.117 0.171 −0.087 −0.189 −0.141 −0.245 0.839 −0.092 −0.103 −0.311 −0.033 0.113 −0.023 0.337

Std. error 0.128 0.127 0.126 0.125 0.124 0.123 0.122 0.121 0.122 0.123 0.124 0.125 0.126 0.127 0.128

Figure 3. The significance of coefficients in CCF

and teachers did not fit ARIMAX model. The ARIMA model building will conduct for
CPSS and CPST respectively.

3.2. ARIMA building for CPSS and CPST. The SPSS program suggests ARIMA
(2, 1, 2) for CPSS and ARIMA(0, 1, 0) for CPST are the fittest models. The predicted
values of CPSS and CPST for next decade are listed as Table 2. Based on the predicted
values, we found the student numbers will change very slim. While the numbers of teachers
will increase significantly in next decade. The plot of CPSS and CPST is displayed in
Figure 4.

3.3. ARIMA building for STR series. Based on the data of Ministry of Education,
the largest number of student in primary schools is 150,941 thousands (1975), and recent
lower is 93,605 thousands (2013). Since the student numbers have shown declining in
recent years, the numbers of teachers still increase steadily. Will the phenomenon impact
the student-teacher ratio in future? The ARIMA(2, 1, 2) suggests trend of CPSS is steady
in next decade. The increasing student numbers do not exist significantly in the predicted
model. However, the CPST with ARIMA(0, 1, 0) shows it will increase significantly in
next decade. The predicted CPSS/CPST will provide a new STR in next decade.

In this case, we also suggest to consider the STR series data directly, and it may become
an alternative approach to realize the issue in future. Therefore, we detect the student-
teacher ratio series with ARIMA model to build its future trend. ARIMA(3, 1, 0) suggests
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Table 2. The predicted values with ARIMA(2, 1, 2) for CPSS and ARIMA
(0, 1, 0) for CPST

Period Year
CPSS CPST

Forecast UCL LCL Forecast UCL LCL
71 2019 10424.42 11641.68 9207.16 616.81 651.83 581.79
72 2020 10487.93 12636.75 8339.11 624.42 673.95 574.90
73 2021 10471.68 13445.23 7498.13 632.04 692.69 571.39
74 2022 10430.64 13954.81 6906.47 639.66 709.70 569.62
75 2023 10420.59 14318.78 6522.40 647.28 725.58 568.97
76 2024 10437.76 14670.99 6204.54 654.89 740.67 569.12
77 2025 10450.90 15036.51 5865.29 662.51 755.16 569.86
78 2026 10447.77 15382.16 5513.39 670.13 769.17 571.08
79 2027 10439.39 15688.30 5190.48 677.75 782.80 572.69
80 2028 10437.23 15968.11 4906.36 685.36 796.10 574.63

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. ARIMA(2, 1, 2) for CPSS (a) and ARIMA(0, 1, 0) for CPST (b)
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the RMSE = 1.225, normalized BIC = 0.529 are the smallest. RMSE is measures of error
and disregards the complexity of the model. In this case, optimization of RMSE is 1.225
and gives more accurate results, but it could lead to overly complex model that captures
too much noise in the data overfitting. In this suggested model, the Ljung-Box Q (18) =
0.068 is also satisfied the white noise test. The limited residuals of ACF and PACF in
the model are demonstrated in Figure 5. The testing of parameters for primary student-
teacher ratio is displayed in Table 3. The suggested model shows the AR is significant in
Lag 1 and Lag 3 respectively with one time difference.

Figure 5. The residual of ACF and PACF for building ARIMA(3, 1, 0) for STR

Table 3. ARIMA(3, 1, 0) parameters for primary student-teacher ratio

Primary ST ratio Model Estimate SE t Sig.
AR Lag 1 0.322 0.112 2.871 0.005

Lag 3 −0.412 0.107 −3.846 0.000
Difference 1

Note. Best-fitting models according to stationary R-squared (larger values indicate better fit).

Comparisons of the predicted STR with ARIMA(3, 1, 0) and STR with predicted CPSS/
CPST for next decade are listed as Table 4. The result reveals the STR will increase from
16.95 (in 2019) to 17.13 (in 2028). The plot of ARIMA(3, 1, 0) for building STR with
observed and forecast values has been demonstrated in Figure 6. The model suggests the
STR in future may experience a little turbulence regardless the students and teachers in-
creasing rapidly. While the CPSS and CPST based on ARIMA(2, 1, 2) and ARIMA(0, 1, 0)
suggest the STR will decrease from 16.90 in 2019 to 15.23 in 2028. There is a gap between
the two different ways to predict STR. The results provide useful information for related
policy making.
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Table 4. Forecast for STR with different models

Year
STR forecasts

with ARIMA(3, 1.0)
CPSS/CPST based on

ARIMA(2, 1, 2) and ARIMA(0, 1, 0)
2019 16.95 16.90
2020 17.02 16.80
2021 17.07 16.57
2022 17.1 16.31
2023 17.09 16.10
2024 17.09 15.94
2025 17.08 15.77
2026 17.1 15.59
2027 17.11 15.40
2028 17.13 15.23

Figure 6. The predicted values for STR from 2019 (period 71) to 2028
(period 80)

4. Conclusions. Based on the global context and the systematic data analysis, this
study tackles the STR issue in a declining student enrollment system. The findings reveal
the calculated STR with the trend of fluctuating student and teacher numbers will decline
in future. Although the quantitative approach was limited by the data set, the explanation
of the forecasting provides a longitudinal perspective for reviewing the trend of STR in
primary education. This design model can be used to detect the declining of student
numbers and the increasing phenomenon of teacher numbers in primary education. In
global context, the ratio of students to teaching staff in primary education is on average 15
in OECD countries and on average 14 in EU22, and China is approaching to that standard
as our predication. Considering the characteristics of STR, it is a practical indicator to
review the quality of primary education. The result of forecasting provides useful policy
intervention information for balancing the numbers of students and teachers. For better
enhancing quality of teaching, we suggest: First, more specific to review the differences
in cities and rural areas to highlight the STR issue; Second, reducing the STR in future
to fit average level in the OECD counties; Third, building a long term review mechanism
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to prompt the issue is needed, for example, the mechanism is based on annual data set
automatically.

For further studies, we suggest both ARIMA and ARIMAX are useful tool to explore
time series data set. The design of this study can be extended to similar settings to tackle
the related predicting problems.
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